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Abstract - Like many other things, photography has been 
deeply affected by computers. Use of computers in photography 
refers to digital image capture and processing techniques that 
use digital calculation instead of optical processes. Use of 
computers in photography can improve the camera abiliyr, or 
add more new features that were not possible at all with film 
based photography, or reduce the cost of camera elements. 
Examples of use of computer in photography include camera 
computation of digital panoramas, high-dynamic images, and 
light field cameras. Some light field cameras use fiction optical 
elements to capture 3D scene information which can be used to 
produce 3D pictures. All of these features used in computational 
imaging techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The definition of computational photography (use of 
computers in photography) has evolved to cover a many of 
subject areas in computer vision, computer graphics, and 
applied optics. Some areas are given below, organized 
according to a classification proposed by Shree K. Nayar. 
Within each area is a list of unique techniques, and for each 
technique, one or more representative papers or books are 
cited. Examples of such techniques are resolution enhancing 
also known as image scaling, DRC (dynamic range 
compression) techniques (i.e. color tone mapping), color 
management, image compression, digital watermarking, and 
artistic image effects. Nowadays Photographs can be taken 
by cameras that do not use film. Instead of film, they use 
electronic sensors to measure light intensity and retranslate 
them into digital code that can be easy to read by a 
computer. The computer translates the code into a grid of 
points, each point assigned a particular number that 
represents a level of gray for black-and-white photos. 

 
1.1 WHAT IS PHOTOGRAPHY ? 
 
Photography is the art of capturing scene whit the use of 
sensors to create a image. The first photograph was captured 
by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 or 1827 in France. 

 
 
1.2 WHAT IS COMPUTATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY ? 
 
Computational photography may be a set of image 
techniques that mixes information associate degreealyzing 
associate degreed processing to make the image of an object 
through indirect means that to yield an increased resolution. 
principally the knowledge is recorded while not 
mistreatment associate degree optical magnifier 
configuration or with restricted datasets. procedure imaging 
or photography permits you to travel on the far side the 
physical limitations of optical systems, like aperture, or 
perhaps obliterates the necessity for optical parts. like X-Ray 
and terahertz radiations. Among common procedure 
imaging techniques area unit lensless imaging, procedure 
speckle imaging, ptychography, and Fourier ptychography. 
These techniques typically draw on suppressible sensing or 
part retrieval techniques, wherever the angular spectrum of 
the article is being reformed. different techniques area unit 
associated with the sector of procedure photography, like 
DHM(Digital optics microscopy), laptop vision, and inverse 
issues. 
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2. ELEMENTS OF COMPUTATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
Traditional ancient photography involves a lens, a 2nd 
planar device and a processor that converts perceived values 
into a picture. additionally, the photography could involve 
external illumination from purpose sources(e.g. flash units) 
and space sources (e.g .studiolights).Computational 
photography generalizes the following four parts. 
 

2.1 GENERALIZED OPTICS 
 
Every optical component is treated as a 4D ray-bender that 
modifies a lightweight field. The incident 4D lightweight. 
lightweight for a given wavelength is remodeled into a 
replacement 4D lightweight. The optics could involve over 
one optical axis. In some cases, the angle foreshortening of 
objects supported distance could also be wavefront coded 
optics. In recent lens-less imaging ways and Coded aperture 
imaging used for gamma-ray and X-ray physics, the standard 
lens is missing entirely. In some cases, optical parts like 
mirrors outside the camera modify the linear mixtures of ray 
bundles that reach the device component to adapt the device 
to the viewed scene. 
 

2.2 GENERALIZED SENSORS 
 
All lightweight sensors live some combined fraction of the 
4D lightweight lightweight contact on that, however, ancient 
sensors capture solely a 2nd projection of this lightweight. 
Machine photography tries to capture more; a 3D or 4D ray 
illustration victimization planar, non-planar, or maybe 
volumetrical device assemblies. for instance, a standard out-
of-focus 2nd image is that the result of a capture-time 
decision: every detector component gathers lightweight 
from its own bundle of rays that don't converge on the 
targeted object. however, a plenoptic Camera subdivides 
these bundles into separate measurements. Computing a 
weighted add of rays that converge on the objects within the 
scene creates a digitally refocused image, and even permits 
multiple focusing distances at intervals of one computed 
image. Generalizing sensors will extend their dynamic vary 
and wavelength property still. 
 
 

2.3 GENERALIZED RECONSTRUCTION 
 
Conversion of raw device outputs into image values is rather 
more refined. whereas existing digital cameras perform de-
mosaicking, (interpolate the acetylsalicylic acid grid), take 
away noise, and conceal dead component sensors, recent add 
machine photography will do a lot of. Reconstruction may 
mix disparate measurements in novel ways in which by 
considering the camera intrinsic parameters used 
throughout the capture. Closed-loop management 
throughout photography itself may be extended, exploiting 
ancient camera's exposure management, image stabilizing, 
and focus, as new opportunities for modulating the scene’s 
optical signal for later coding. 
 

2.4 MACHINE ILLUMINATION 
 
Photographic lighting has changed very little since the 1950s 
with digital video projectors, servos, and device-to-device 
communication, we've got new opportunities to regulate the 
sources of sunshine with the maximum amount of 
sophistication as we have a tendency to use to regulate our 
digital sensors. What sorts of Spatio-temporal modulations 
for light might better reveal the visually necessary contents 
of a scene? Harold Edgerton showed high-speed strobes 
offered tremendous new appearance-capturing capabilities; 
what number new advantages can we realize by replacing 
the dumb flash units, static spotlights, and reflectors with 
actively controlled Spatio-temporal modulators and optics? 
In each case, higher lighting management throughout 
capture permits one to create richer representations of 
photographed scenes. 

 
3. DIGITAL IMAGES 
 

A digital image is an illustration of a true image as a 
collection of numbers that is keep and handled by a 
computing device. so as to translate the image into numbers, 
it's divided into tiny areas referred to as pixels (picture 
elements). For every component, the imaging device records 
variety, or any low set of numbers, that describe some 
property of this component, as its brightness (the intensity 
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of the light) or its color. The numbers area unit organized in 
associate in nursing array of rows and columns that 
correspond to the vertical and horizontal positions of the 
pixels within the image. It may be a raster image or vector 
images. 
 

3.1 RASTER IMAGE 
 
Raster (or bitmap) pictures are usually what you're thinking 
that regarding once thinking of pictures. These are the 
categories of pictures that are created once scanning or 
photographing an associate degree object. formation 
pictures are compiled victimization pixels, or small dots, 
containing distinctive color and tonal data that close to form 
the 
image.

 
 
3.2 VECTOR IMAGE 
 
Instead of making an attempt to stay track of the various 
small pixels during a formation image, vector pictures, or 
line art, keep track of points and also the equations for the 
lines that connect them. typically speaking, vector pictures 
are created from methods or line art that will infinitely 
ascendable as a result of the work supported algorithms 
instead of pixels. 

 
 

4. 3D RECONSTRUCTION 
 
3D reconstruction with the assistance of multiple second 
pictures is that the creation of three-dimensional objects 
from a collection of pictures. In special effects, 3D-
reconstruction is that the method of capturing the form and 
interface of real objects. This method may be accomplished 
in either active or passive ways. If the item is allowed to vary 
its form in time, this is often noted as non-rigid or Spatio-
temporal reconstruction. The analysis of 3D reconstruction 
has continually troublesome. With the assistance of 3D- 
reconstruction one will verify an object's 3D profile, 
moreover as knowing the 3D coordinate of any purpose on 
the profile. this system is generally employed by a man of 

science and a few core technology fields, like 
CAGD(Computer-assisted Geometric Design), special effects, 
laptop animation, laptop vision, medical imaging, machine 
science, computer game, digital media, etc. 
 

4.1 ACTIVE METHODS 
 
Active ways that are called vary information ways 
accustomed reconstruct the 3D profile by numerical 
approximation approach and build the item in script 
supported model. These ways actively interfere with the 
reconstruct object automatically victimization rangefinders, 
to amass the depth map, e.g. structured light-weight, optical 
device vary finder, and different active sensing techniques. a 
straightforward example of a mechanical technique would 
use a gauge to live a distance to a rotating object placed on a 
turntable. a lot of applicable radiowaves ways throw 
radiance towards the item and so live its mirrored half. 

 
4.2 PASSIVE METHODS 
 
Passive ways in which 3D reconstruction does not interfere 
with the reconstructed object; they alone use a detector to 
measure the radiance reflected or emitted by the object's 
surface to infer its 3D structure through image 
understanding. Typically, the detector could be an image 
detector terribly very camera sensitive to nonparticulate 
radiation, and conjointly the input to the plan of action is 
also a collection of digital photos (one, or more) or video. 
throughout this case, we've got an inclination to cite image-
based reconstruction, and conjointly the output is also a 3D 
model. By comparison to active ways in which, passive ways 
which are typically applied to a wider style of things. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In brief computational photography is the use of computers 
in photography to enhance the image quality, noise 
destruction, clarity, sharpness, and description to look our 
images additional natural and sensible. computational 
Photography or the use of computers in photography will 
offer us with visual experiences, however, can’t decide that 
one’s matters most to humans. on the far side, secret writing 
the primary order parameters like exposure, focus, 
illumination, and sensing, perhaps the last word goal of 
machine Photography is to cipher the human expertise 
within the captured single icon. 
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